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A cricket in a thicket
Said to a butterfly,
“They say we both are insects.
Oh, can you tell me why?
Oh, can you tell me why?”

“All insects have antennae
And special kinds of eyes.
Their bodies all have three parts
Regardless of their size.
Regardless of their size.”

The butterfly looked puzzled
And scratched its tiny head.
“Because we are six legged?”
“That’s right,” the cricket said.
“That’s right,” the cricket said.

Just then they spied a spider
Beside the butterfly.
“That spider’s not an insect!”
They heard the cricket cry.
They heard the cricket cry.

The cricket in the thicket
Then asked the butterfly
“What else makes you an insect?”
And it got this reply.
And it got this reply.

“The spider’s not six-legged,
As anyone can see.
And it has no antennae.
It’s not like you and me!
It’s not like you and me.”

“For ladybugs and crickets,
For bees and butterflies,
For every adult insect,
This little rule applies.
This little rule applies.”

“Farewell my little cricket.”
“So long, sweet butterfly.”
“We’ve had a lovely meeting.
Farewell, so long, goodbye.
Farewell, so long, goodbye.”
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Activity Guide
Insects Overall
It's a Buggy, Buggy World
The world is full of insects. They can be found on every continent, even
Antarctica! From their well-known book, The Ants, biologists Bert
Hölldobler and E.O. Wilson, estimate that in counting just the ants in the
world, there are about 1.4 million ants for each person on Earth! (This is
based on a population of 7.3 billion people.) Can you imagine what that number would be if
we counted all the insects in the world?
How are insects different from us?
Insects have some very interesting features, making them quite different from other
kinds of animals, including us.
•
•
•
•
•

Insects have 6 legs and 3 body parts: the head, thorax and abdomen. Spiders are
not insects because they have 8 legs and only 2 body parts.
Insects wear their skeleton on the outside like a suit of armor. This is called an
exoskeleton.
An insect’s exoskeleton does not grow as the insect grows. When the insect gets
too big it has to shed its old exoskeleton and grow a new one in a bigger size.
Insects do not have lungs. They breathe through holes in their sides called
spiracles.
All insects have a pair of jointed antennae on their head. Among other senses,
insects use antennae to smell and feel the environment around them.

Vocabulary
•
•
•

Exoskeleton – An exoskeleton is the hard body covering of the insect. It is a
skeleton worn on the outside. It provides insects with support and protection.
Chitin – This is what makes up exoskeletons. It is a similar material to our
fingernails.
Compound eyes – Insects have two compound eyes. Each eye is made up of as many
as 30,000 individual units that help insects see the smallest movements.
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Fun Facts
•
•
•
•
•

There were insects on the Earth 170 million years before the dinosaurs..
Insects’ compound eyes allow them to have an almost 360 degree view of their
world.
The African mound-building Termite queen is the longest living insect, surviving for
up to 50 years. Most insects live less than a year.
Only male crickets make the chirping sound that we hear each summer.
Ladybugs are really a kind of beetle. Beetles have 2 pair of
wings.The front wings are hardened and thickened into a
tougher shell, like those we see on a ladybug. Bugs are a
specific group of insects that have mouths shaped like
straws to suck the juices from plants.
Ladybug with wings open

What Do You Think?

If a group of chickens is called a flock, what do you think a group of crickets is called?
(Answer - Orchestra)
Ladybugs feed on aphids. About how many do you think one ladybug can eat in a lifetime?
(Answer - Up to 5,000)
How fast do you think a butterfly can fly?
(Answer - The fastest butterfly can fly up to 12 miles per hour.)

Insect Resources

This site has a variety of activities, information and videos about insects.
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/hubs/insects/
You can find some great insect facts and information here.
http://www.livescience.com/52022-startling-facts-about-insects.html
Next Generation Science Standards.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-topics
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Activity 1: Chirp Like a Cricket
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
Pre-K to 3

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1, 2, 6, 8
Cross-Cutting Concepts: 4, 6
Core Ideas-Life Sciences: 3, 4 (Adaptation)

Here’s the Story
Insects, including crickets, communicate in a variety of ways, and for
a variety of reasons. Crickets use their chirping sounds to attract
mates. Only the male crickets can chirp. Their front pair of wings
(forewings) is adapted to produce these sounds. Each forewing has a
hard raised rib with bumps like the teeth of a comb (file) as well as
hard raised edges on the rear of the wing (scraper). The cricket
angles its forewings and moves the scraper of one wing over the file of the other, causing
a vibration. This produces a “chirp” that is bounced off a special membrane (harp) in the
center of the wings to amplify the sound.
What’s the Point?
To make a model of the structures that crickets use to chirp, and to produce a chirpy
sound.
Materials Needed (per person)
• Assortment of plastic combs
• Pennies, pencils, paper clips, etc.
(small objects to act as scrapers)
• Copy of wing template
• Scissors
• Tape

Safety Considerations
• Avoid rat-tailed combs - too pointy!
• Supervise young children when
handling scissors.

How-To-Do
1. Practice making sounds first by running fingers across the teeth of the combs,
then by running the hard edge of one comb over the teeth of the other.
2. Try different sized combs as “files” and different small objects as “scrapers.”
How do the sounds change? When are the sounds high-pitched or low? When are
the sounds louder?
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Taking It Further
Cut out the wing shape from the template and tape a comb to it. Scrape the comb. How
does sound change? Tape the wings to heavier paper or cardboard. What happens to the
sound? Try putting the comb on a soft material such as a towel. How does this change the
sound?
hat You Can Observe/Learn
The pitch and loudness of the sounds change with the size of the comb and the size,
shape and hardness of the scrapers. Longer, bigger combs will produce lower sounds,
shorter ones higher sounds. Hard surfaces reflect sounds and amplify them, so when the
comb is backed by paper or other hard materials the sound should become louder.
Three Fun Facts about Crickets
• Crickets, like all insects are ectothermic, meaning they need a warm environment
to get their energy. A cold cricket is a lot less chirpy!
• Crickets are a food for many animals including birds, lizards, frogs and turtles.
Many humans worldwide also consider them a healthy, low-fat protein snack. Yum!
• In Japan and China, crickets are considered a sign of good luck!
Cricket Resources
YouTube video of field cricket chirping - notice he’s tucked into a rock. Why?
goo.gl/voolPV
University of Minnesota Extension Service Insect Pages
goo.gl/UXpxAo
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CRICKET WINGS
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Activity 2: Arthropod Armor
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
Pre-K to 3

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1, 2, 6, 8
Cross-Cutting Concepts: 4, 6
Core Ideas-Life Sciences: 3, 4 (Adaptation)

Here’s the Story
Insects are classified as invertebrates (“lacking backbones”) and
arthropods (“articulated legs”). Instead of an internal skeleton, all
arthropods, including insects, have a hard, external “shell” largely made of
a rigid protein called chitin. This “outer armor” supports the soft insides
of the insect and comes in varied forms as adaptations to the unique
environment and life-styles of every insect.
The outer shell must be shed in order for an insect to grow, leaving the soft insect
briefly vulnerable to injury. This armor has led to an upper size-limit for insects. The
largest insect ever found was a dragonfly-like insect called Meganeuropsis that lived
before the time of the dinosaurs (Carboniferous Era) and may have had a wingspan of up
to 3 feet!
What’s the Point?
To demonstrate why having an exoskeleton would limit the size of an insect.
Materials Needed (per person)
• Large and small plastic eggs that
open into two halves
• Large and small balloons
• Water

Safety Considerations
• When using latex balloons, be alert
to those with latex allergies.
• Balloons are a choking hazard for
those under 3 years of age.

How-To-Do
1. Fill large and small balloons with water, tying up to seal.
2. Place small balloon in small egg and close halves. Do the same with large egg and
large balloon.
3. Discuss how the exoskeleton supports soft insect parts inside, but that insects
must molt or shed their skin to grow.
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4. Open the small egg to demonstrate the model of molting. An insect is soft until the
new shell hardens. The weight of a small soft “insect” inside still largely retains its
shape. Open the large egg. The kids will notice that the balloon “insect” will sag
under its own weight at this size. A real insect at this size would have its organs
crushed by the weight of its own unsupported body…thus, the “giant ants,” etc. we
see in horror movies could not exist because when they molt to grow, they’d be
crushed under their own weight!
5. Show the image of the Meganeuropsis (from the resource list below) to show the
upper limit of the size that insects can attain. Explain that larger arthropods
exist, but live in the water where their weight would be supported.
Taking It Further
Tape pipe cleaner legs to your “egg” insects. Can six thin legs support the larger, heavier
egg? (The larger “insect” legs would collapse.) Evolving heavier legs for support would
eventually cause an insect to become so heavy that it would be unable to fly.
hat You Can Observe/Learn
The shells and other parts of insects must meet many demands in order for the insect to
function properly!
Cricket Resources
Meganeuropsis scale model image.
goo.gl/68nfdU
Dragonfly fossil image.
goo.gl/wSDsI5
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Activity 3: Parts is Parts
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
K to 3

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1, 2, 5, 8
Cross-Cutting Concepts: 1, 3, 6
Core Ideas-Life Sciences: 1, 4 (Adaptation)

Here’s the Story
As we learned in the song “Cricket in a Thicket” insects have 3 body parts (head, thorax,
abdomen) and six legs (all attached to the thorax). Most insects, like the butterfly, have
wings - also attached to the thorax. While spiders are invertebrates and
arthropods, like insects, they are classified in their own group - the
Arachnids. Spiders typically have two body parts - a combined head and
thorax (cephalothorax) and an abdomen, as well as eight legs.
What’s the Point?
To identify and put together a puzzle from all of the parts of the Green Peach Aphid (an
insect).
Materials Needed (per person)
• Green Peach Aphid template
• Scissors
• Tape
• Pens, markers, color pencils for
coloring your aphid

Safety Considerations
• Supervise young children when
handling scissors.

How-To-Do
1. Copy template of Green Peach Aphid puzzle that is included at the end of the
activity.
2. Color your Aphid.
3. Using scissors, cut out the pieces.
4. Use tape to assemble your aphid, attaching legs to the thorax section, 3 on each
side.
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Taking It Further
• Have kids count pieces. Number of legs? Number of body parts? Where are the
antennae attached?
• Color a sheet of paper to be a “backdrop” of an environment the aphid might be
found in (on the grass, on a flower, on a growing vegetable, etc.) and then color
your aphid so that it camouflages itself, becoming hard to see against the
backdrop.
hat You Can Observe/Learn
Even though Green Peach Aphids are so tiny that they are almost invisible underneath the
leaves of plants, they too have all the body parts that make them an insect. Aphids often
use colors to blend into their environment so completely a gardener may not be aware of
them until their numbers are too great to ignore!
Amazing Aphid Facts
1. Green Peach Aphid females can reproduce without mates by self-cloning
(parthenogenesis). A single aphid could multiply to 600 billion in one season!
2. Gardeners control aphids on their plants with another insect that is a major aphid
predator - Lady Bugs!
3. Some ants protect and care for “herds” of aphids and “milk” them for their sweet
secretions called “honeydew.” Aphids poop sugar!
4. Aphids may be tiny, but can defend themselves by “kicking” with their hind legs.
Aphid Resources
Images of Green Peach Aphids
goo.gl/BJnxNR
Green Peach Aphid Biology-University of Florida Entomology
goo.gl/QMPP6t
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